I feel that GDB provides undergraduates with a broad and holistic view of health and science which provides an ample starting point for many different career paths. GDB is the perfect major for someone with an interest in health and science but also wants to explore all their options.

I enjoy GDB because of how versatile it is. I appreciate how it incorporates both social sciences and science within the major. Through this major, I have learned a lot about myself and what I want to do later in my life.

I love my major. GDB is so interesting and can apply to so many different fields. I really appreciate how we apply the one health perspective and how we look at disease with the lens that everything is connected.

I like that we have some freedom to choose what path we want to take within the major and that we can focus on different things. I also like that we are given the opportunity to do research, and it being mandatory makes it easier for us to find a mentor who can take us in.

I started Davis as a BioSci major, and I didn’t even know that GDB existed. I’m so glad I found it because it’s a niche of biology that I really love, and it has allowed my to study things like disease ecology and epidemiology that not many other undergraduate programs include. I think GDB is a unique major about a hugely important subject.

I like my major because it made me realize the different aspects of health. Global Disease Biology opened doors to different opportunities after graduation and gave me a step ahead through the practicum. The advisors and professors show students that they can make a remarkable impact in the world.

I really enjoy GDB because all of the classes I've taken so far have been so genuinely interesting. I also really love the One Health approach that has been emphasized throughout each class.

I love the GDB major because everyone is so helpful and considerate. The broad range of possible career paths and research proposals makes the GDB major very unique and fun!